news Institute of Technology (MIT). Their original aim was to find a new way to construct authentication systems that did not rely on cryptographic functions that are assumed to be hard for computers to break. To do so, they employed the idea of the zero-knowledge proof, which lets two remote systems (known as provers) demonstrate to a third party, the verifier, that they hold a secret, without revealing the secret itself.
The provers are assumed to be able to solve any problem. To prevent the provers from cheating, the verifier uses randomly generated queries in an interactive protocol designed to catch attempts by either prover to conspire with the other to deliver a false answer. The only way they could lie reliably is to work together. To avoid this possibility, classical implementations of zero-knowledge proofs rely on setting up the tests so the two provers cannot communicate with each other directly.
The work on multiprover interactive proof (MIP) systems later expanded into delegated computing: to let systems offload tasks to remote servers. In a paper presented at the 2008 ACM Symposium of the Theory of Computing in British Columbia, Canada, Goldwasser and colleagues referenced the Harry Potter series, whose seventh and final volume was published that year, with the claim that a "muggle" machine (in this context, a conventional computer) could check the work much more capable computers claim to be able to perform. The question that challenged theoreticians was how much more those magical systems could do, and still let non-wizardly computers check whether their work is valid.
A few years after the original MIP work appeared, Lászlo Babai, Lance Fortnow, and Carsten Lund, working at the University of Chicago, showed a user with access to a machine able only to handle problems in polynomial time could verify the work on problems that, for a Turing machine that can perform multiple operations in each computational step, require exponential time to solve. This is a complexity class known as NEXP. The open question before last year was what difference quantum entanglement between the provers would make, an arrangement that mathematicians call MIP*.
"When MIP* was first introduced, it wasn't clear whether it was more powerful than MIP," Wright says.
Researchers believed MIP* could deliver greater power by letting the provers share states through entanglement. But it carried with it the threat of collusion. Separate provers could use their shared knowledge to collude with each other in a way that classical multiprover systems do not. This would, in turn, reduce the theoretical power of multiprover systems that use quantum-capable provers.
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The 2019 ACM Fellows are: Scott J. Aaronson, University of Texas Tarek F. Abdelzaher, University of news compression that makes it possible for classical machines to handle spaces far beyond their capabilities.
The problem space that a MIP* system can handle could be far bigger than that and introspection may provide the way forward. "You'd hope to use successive layers of introspection," Wright says, with each round of introspection producing a smaller protocol until the messages are small enough to be exchanged with a purely classical computer. Here again, Ji's work provides inspiration for this nested use of introspection.
In a follow-up paper with Yuen, Vidick, and Singapore University of Technology and Design associate professor Joseph Fitzsimons, Ji showed how it was possible to use the technique recursively to arbitrarily deep levels of exponentiation. As long as the verifier could tolerate some level of doubt, they could check the work of provers on problem spaces far larger than the number of atoms in the universe. For mathematicians specializing in the field, Natarajan and Wright's result put MIP* on much firmer footing that may expand the power of quantumenabled provers to the edges of complexity theory.
"This result, I think, has dramatically shifted the attitude of the community towards MIP*: while before I think many of us would've hedged our bets on the complexity of MIP*, now it seems much more conceivablelikely, even-that the complexity of MIP* won't just stop at NEEXP, but could keep on going to arbitrarily large complexity classes such as NEEEXP or NEEEEEEEXP, or potentially even undecidable problems," Yuen says. "The Natarajan-Wright result is giving us really compelling evidence of the tremendous complexity of MIP*."
Wright says work continues on recursively using introspection, though it is not yet clear whether it will work. The implications would be pretty big, he says, if undecidable problems are also shown to fit into MIP*. "If two people told you that a Turing machine halts on a given input, how would you check that without just running it until it halts, which could take an unbounded amount of time?" he asks. Quantum multiprovers, in this scenario, would provide the way to determine whether those people were telling the truth.
How they knew would likely remain a mystery as there is no prospect of anyone being able to construct a computer that can provide the answer.
The result also circles back to the zero-knowledge proofs of cryptography research that kicked off work on multiprover systems. Says Yuen, "One of my recent papers shows that the class MIP* is equal to the class zeroknowledge MIP*. In other words, every interactive proof conducted with quantum-entangled provers can be transformed into an equivalent zeroknowledge protocol."
If undecidable problems do fall into MIP*, the verifier would have proof there is an answer to a problem that computer science today considers unknowable, but not what the answer is. "While I can't imagine that there could be practical applications of this fact, it would be an amusing fact if nothing else."
Yuen says there are potential practical benefits for much smaller problems: "One could envision people inventing protocols for verifying extremely large computations where the verifier could be extremely succinct in its interrogation of the provers."
The research continues, although much remains uncertain as to how far mathematicians can push the upper bounds of theoretical capability. What has been shown so far is that quantum entanglement could underpin a massive expansion in what is computable. Grilo, A.B, Slofstra, W., and Yuen, H. Perfect Zero Knowledge for Quantum Multiprover Interactive Proofs arXiv preprint (2019). arXiv: 1905.11280 Chris Edwards is a Surrey, U.K.-based writer who reports on electronics, IT, and synthetic biology.
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Working with Caltech professor of computing and mathematical sciences Thomas Vidick, Natarajan demonstrated in 2016 it was possible to stop cheating by entangled provers. The protocol, known as the Pauli braiding test, exploits the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. If one system attempts to measure a variable held by a quantum bit or qubit, information on the other properties the entangled qubit holds is destroyed. Over a series of questions, the verifier switches between the provers, asking them different things in a way that the answers can be checked for consistency, but destroying data that would let them collude.
By this point, mathematicians in the field considered the quantum versions of multiprover systems at least as powerful as their entirely classical counterparts. What remains unclear to this day is the upper bound. Natarajan and Wright were able to expand the known upper bound to systems exponentially larger than NEXP: a class called NEEXP.
A major hurdle in developing the proof was the mismatch between the size of messages a verifier can send to the provers and the space occupied by a problem with an NEEXP-level of complexity. Simply expressing the problem can exhaust the capacity of the verifier. "The graph becomes so large that to even give a name to a specific vertex requires an exponential number of bits," Wright says.
If a verifier, for example, cannot identify a specific vertex in the complete graph, how does it get provers to deliver believable answers? The answer, for Natarajan and Wright, was to use what they call "introspection." Says Henry Yuen, assistant professor of computer science and mathematics at the University of Toronto, "The idea can be traced back to a paper of Zhengfeng Ji, although he didn't call it introspection."
Ji's work led to a result superficially similar to Natarajan and Wright's, but with a key difference: there would be a credibility gap in what the provers can demonstrate to the verifier that expands as problems become bigger. Ji also showed a carefully chosen protocol can make provers ask questions of themselves in a controlled manner and use the answers they derive to look into the much, much larger answer space. In effect, introspection acts as a form of
